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ABSTRACT 
 

Distributed coding is a new paradigm for video transmission, based on the Wyner-Ziv 

theorem. In this thesis, a new Wyner-Ziv codec was proposed using non-binary Low-Density 

Parity-Check (LDPC) codes. Non-binary LDPC codes, developed for use in channel coding, 

have been extended for source coding to compress correlated non-binary sources, such as video. 

The approach is based on considering the correlation as a virtual q-ary symmetric channel and 

applying the syndrome concept. The system considered focused on the compression of a 

equiprobable memoryless non-binary source with side information at the decoder. Results 

obtained through simulations demonstrated that for rates 1/2 and 3/4, the non-binary 

compression scheme performed better than the equivalent binary compression scheme. The non-

binary scheme, when extended for distributed video coding, produced the original frame with 

negligible error. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Preview

1.1 Significance of the Problem

The information-theoretic results produced by Slepian and Wolf [1] and Wyner

and Ziv [2] have created a new paradigm for video coding, known as distributed video

coding. Conventional video coding schemes have exploited the statistics of the source

at the encoder, under the assumption that the video is encoded once and decoded

several times. The development of sensor networks, mobile video-camera phones etc.,

have required low complex encoders, shifting the complexity to the decoder. The

Wyner-Ziv video codec, which is used for distributed video coding, performs intra-

frame encoding at the transmitter and inter-frame decoding at the receiver.

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, introduced by Gallager in 1962, can be

used to compress video [3]. These are a class of linear error-correcting block codes,

which were largely forgotten until 1995. The non-binary version of these codes was

developed by M. C. Davey [4]. The use of LDPC codes for distributed source coding

was suggested by Liveris [5], in which the low-density parity-check codes were used

to compress close to the Slepian-Wolf limit for correlated binary sources.

Video frames, being highly correlated, lend themselves well for transmission using
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Figure 1.1: Practical Wyner-Ziv coder obtained by cascading a quantizer and a
Slepian-Wolf encoder.

distributed source coding. The distributed source coding, suggested by Liveris us-

ing LDPC codes is in the binary domain which necessitated the conversion of video

frames into their binary equivalent. This conversion caused the correlation between

the frames to reduce significantly, thereby rendering the above mentioned scheme

unsuitable for video frame transmission.

Hence, this led to the development of modifying the non-binary LDPC scheme

for distributed source coding to allow the transmission of video frames without con-

verting them into their equivalent binary sequences. This renders the preservation of

correlation.

1.2 Contribution of the Thesis

In this thesis, a Wyner-Ziv codec was developed using non-binary LDPC codes, in

which a frame was converted into its non-binary equivalent. This non-binary sequence
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was compressed and the successive frame was made available at the decoder as the

side information. The non-binary LDPC decoder used the correlation information

between the two consecutive frames and the side information frame to decode the

original frame transmitted. The distributed source coding scheme for non-binary

LDPC codes is implemented in probability domain as opposed to the log domain [5].

This was necessitated as the development of distributed source coding for binary

sources could not be extended directly to the non-binary sources.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The following chapter ia a literature review that describes Gallager’s original low-

density parity-check codes. In Chapter 3, the non-binary low-density parity-check

codes are introduced. In Chapter 4, distributed source coding using binary LDPC

codes are presented. In Chapter 5, a Wyner-Ziv codec is developed using non-binary

LDPC codes. Distributed source coding using binary LDPC codes is extended to non-

binary LDPC codes. The results are discussed in Chapter 6, followed by conclusions

and future work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Source coding is a technique used to compress the source, by removing redundancy

and in turn, reduces the bandwidth needed for the transmission through a channel.

Source characteristics such as signal redundancy and distortion masking are exploited

in the process of compression. The source coding can be classified as lossless source

coding and lossy source coding. Compression of a signal, wherein the decompression

reproduces the original signal is referred to as lossless source coding. Slepian-Wolf [1]

coding is viewed as lossless source coding. The compression of a signal with the

removal of redundant information is lossy source coding, the best example of which

is Wyner-Ziv coding. Shannon showed that there is a limit to which a source can be

compressed without introducing errors at the decoder. Rate distortion theory gives a

trade off between compression and quality in lossy source coding. Images, video and

audio are often compressed using lossy source coding to achieve better compression

techniques, however compressors will have a lossless mode.

Distributed source coding of correlated sources, is the compression of correlated

sources that send their output to a common decoder that do not communicate with
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each other. It has evolved out of the need for removal of redundancy of data in net-

works involving applications using dense sensor networks. The problem of lossless

compression of finite alphabets takes its root from the fundamental paper of Slepian

and Wolf [1]. The Slepian-Wolf theorem states that the output of two correlated

sources can be compressed to the same extent with or without loss, whether they

communicate with each other or not provided the decompression takes place at the

joint decoder. Consider two statistically dependent i.i.d finite-alphabet random se-

quences X and Y . With separate conventional entropy and encoders and decoders,

one can achieve RX ≥ H(X) and RY = H(Y ), where H(X) and H(Y ) are the en-

tropies of X and Y respectively. Interestingly, we can do better with joint decoding

(but separate encoding), if we are content with a residual error probability for recov-

ering X and Y that can be made arbitrarily small for encoding long sequences. In

this case, Slepian-Wolf theorem establishes the rate region as shown in figure 2.1.

RX + RY ≥ H(X, Y ) (2.0.1)

RX ≥ H(X|Y ) (2.0.2)

RY ≥ H(Y |X) (2.0.3)

Surprisingly, the sum rates RX + RY can achieve the joint entropy H(X, Y ), just as

for joint encoding of X and Y , despite separate encoders for X and Y .

Wyner-Ziv have extended the Slepian -Wolf theorem to continuous valid Gaussian

sources. According to Wyner and Ziv [2] [6] [7], for two correlated sources X and

Y , the rate distortion performance obtained for encoding X is the same whether the

encoder has an understanding of Y or not, if Y is available at the decoder. The

Wyner-Ziv rate distortion function RWZ
X|Y (D) gives the minimum rate R necessary to

reconstruct the source X with average distortion less than or equal to D. The rate

5
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Figure 2.1: Slepian-Wolf theorem: Achievable rate region for distributed compression
of two statistically dependent i.i.d. sources X and Y .

required if the side information is available at the encoder as well is given by RX|Y (D).

Wyner-Ziv proved that unsurprisingly, a rate loss RWZ
X|Y (D)−RX|Y (D) ≥ 0 is incurred

when the encoder does not have access to the side information. However, they also

showed that RWZ
X|Y (D) − RX|Y (D) = 0 in case of Gaussian memoryless sources and

mean-squared error distortion [2] [7].

Implementations of current video compression standards, such as ISO MPEG

schemes or the ITU-T recommendations H.263 and H.264 [8] [9] require much more

computation for the encoder than for the decoder. This asymmetry is well studied for

broadcasting or for streaming video-on-demand systems where video is compressed

once and decoded many times. However, some applications may require dual appli-

cations, i.e., a low-complexity encoders, at the expense of high-complexity decoders.

Examples include wireless video sensors for surveillance, wireless PC cameras, mobile

camera phones, disposable video cameras, and networked camcorders. In all these
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examples, the resources at the encoder are scarce.

The Wyner-Ziv theory [2] [10] [11], suggests that an unconventional video coding

system, which encodes individual frames independently, but decodes them condition-

ally, is viable. Such a system might achieve a performance that is closer to conven-

tional interframe coding (MPEG) than to conventional intraframe coding (Motion-

JPEG). In contrast to conventional hybrid predictive video coding where motion-

compensated previous frames are used as side information, in the proposed system

previous frames are used as the side information at the decoder only.

The simplest system is the pixel-domain intraframe encoder and interframe de-

coder system for video compression [12] [13]. A subset of frames serve as the key

frames which are encoded and decoded using a conventional intraframe video codec.

The frames between the key frames are “Wyner-Ziv frames” which are inraframe en-

coded but interframe decoded. Neither motion estimation and prediction, nor DCT

and inverse DCT are required at the encoder. Compared to motion-compensated

predictive hybrid coding, pixel-domain Wyner-ziv coding is orders of magnitude less

complex.

In conventional, nondistributed source coding, orthogonal transforms are widely

used to decompose the source vectors into spectral coefficients, which are individually

coded with scalar quantizers and entropy coders. The use of transforms in Wyner-

Ziv coding of images are considered and analyzed the bit allocation problem for the

Gaussian case by Pradhan and Ramchandran . Distributed source coding using KLT

(Karhunen-Loive Transform) has been investigated by Gastpar [14] [15], in which they

have assumed that the covariance matrix of source vector given the side information

doesnot depend on the values of the side information, and the study is not in the
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context of practical coding scheme. A similar transform-domain Wyner-Ziv video

coder has been developed independently by Puri and Ramchandran and presented

under the acronym PRISM [16] [17] [18]. Preliminary rate-distortion results show

a performance between conventional intraframe transform coding and conventional

motion-compensated transform coding, similar to the results produced by Aaron and

Girod [19] in their DCT-domain scheme. The DCt-domain scheme has higher encoder

complexity than the pixel-domain system. However, it remains much less complex

than interframe predictive schemes because motion estimation and compensation are

not needed at the encoder.

To achieve high compression efficiency in a Wyner-Ziv video codec, motion gas to

be estimated at the decoder. Conventional motion compensated coding benefits from

estimating the best motion vector by directly comparing the frame to be encoded

with one or more reference frames. The analogous approach for Wyner-Ziv video

coding requires joint decoding and motion estimation, using the Wyner-Ziv bits and

possibly additional helper information from encoder. An example of this has been

implemented in the PRISM system, where the CRC of the quantized symbols aid in

determining the motion at the decoder. The CRC of each decoded version is then

compared with the transmitted CRC to establish which version should be used [18].

Most of the practical solutions for the implementation of distributed source coding

are derived from channel coding concepts. The statistical dependence or correlation

between the sources is modeled as a virtual correlation channel equivalent to a binary

symmetric channels or additive white Gaussian (AWGN) channel. The design of

encoders for the sources are then obtained based on channel coding concepts like

block codes, convolutional codes, turbo codes and low-density parity-check codes.
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Chapter 3

Low-Density Parity-Check Codes

3.1 Introduction to Error-Correcting Codes

The basic concept of all error-correcting codes is to add redundancy to information

in order to correct any errors that occur in the process of transmission. Redundant

symbols are appended to the information symbols to obtain a coded sequence or a

codeword. The encoding in which the information symbols always appear in the first

k positions of a codeword and the remaining n− k symbols provide redundancy, that

can be used for error correction/detection purposes, is said to be semantic.

3.2 Introduction to Linear Block Codes

Error correcting codes can be divided into two classes, block and convolutional. For

many years, convolutional codes have been preferred over block codes because of the

availability of the soft-decision Viterbi decoding algorithm. The recent development

in theory and design of soft-decision decoding algorithms for block codes has dispelled

this belief.

Block codes process the information on a block-by-block basis, treating each block

of information bits independently from others. An (n, k) block code C is said to be

9



linear if the vector sum of two codewords is a codeword. It is also viewed as a mapping

of k-dimensional subspace to the n-dimensional vector space Vn by a kXn generator

matrix G, where C = mG. Since C is a k-dimensional vector space in Vn, there is a

(n − k)-dimensional dual space C>, generated by the rows of a parity-check matrix,

H, such that GH> = 0, where H> denotes the transpose of H. For any particular

codeword v̄ ∈ C,

v̄H> = 0 (3.2.1)

A linear code C> generated by H is also a linear code known as dual code of C.

3.3 Introduction to Low-Density Parity-Check codes

Low-density parity-check codes are a class of linear error correcting codes defined

by a very sparse parity-check matrix, H. Invented by Gallager [20] in 1963, these

codes were largely forgotten until they were rediscovered by Mackay and Neal [21].

The rediscovery of these codes has sparked major research in the coding field because

of their near Shannon limit performance and simple description. Each codeword

satisfies a number of linear constraints and each symbol of the codeword participates

in a small number of constraints.

The binary LDPC codes developed by Gallager were extended to their non-binary

versions by Mackay and Davey [4]. Codes having a variable number of non-zero values

in the parity-check matrix also were developed, known as irregular LDPC codes. In

irregular LDPC codes, the high weight columns help the decoder to identify some

errors quickly, making the remaining errors easier to correct. The regular LDPC

codes have a fixed number of non-zero values in the H matrix. The non-binary

version uses symbols from a finite field with more than two elements, performing
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encoding and decoding on these symbols. This results in increased complexity in the

parity-check matrix but the decoding remains tractable.

A sparse parity-check matrix H is used to define a LDPC code. An (n, p, q) low

density code is a code of block length n having a (n− k)× n parity check matrix, H

with each column containing a fixed number, p, of ones and each row containing a

fixed number, q, of ones. Gallager proved that, for a fixed p, the error probability of

the optimum decoder decreases exponentially for sufficiently low noise and sufficiently

long block length.

The H matrix can be represented as a biparitate graph, which is defined as an

undirected graph where vertices can be divided into two sets such that no edge con-

nects vertices in the same set.Each bit (column of H) is represented by a variable

(left) node and each check (row of H) is represented by a check (right) node. For

binary codes, the values in the H matrix are either 1 or 0. A 1 denotes an edge

between the corresponding variable node and the check node. If the H matrix has

n columns and m rows, the corresponding biparitate graph has n bit nodes and m

check nodes. Figure 3.1 shows a (20,3,4) code constructed by Gallager. If all the rows

are linearly independent, the code rate is given by R = 1− p
q
, otherwise the code rate

is n−p′

n
, where p′ is the dimension of the row space of H. An (n, k) encoder accepts

k-bit input and produces an n-bit codeword.

3.3.1 Encoding and Decoding of LDPC Codes

The Generator matrix G is needed for encoding the input message. Since H is

not in systematic form, Gaussian elimination is performed using row operations and

reordering of columns. The resulting parity check matrix has the form H = [−P |Im],

where notation [A|B] indicates the concatenation of matrices A and B; and Im is

11



1 1     1     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0   0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0

0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0   0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0

0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1   1    0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0

0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0   0     1     1     1     1     0     0     0     0

0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0   0     0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1

1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0   0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     0

0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0   0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0

0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0   0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0     0

0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     0     1   0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1     0

0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0   1     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1

1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0   1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0     0

0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     1   0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0

0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0   0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     0

0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0     0   0     0     1     0     0     1     0     0     0

0     0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1     0   0     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     1

Figure 3.1: Example of a parity-check matrix for a (20,3,4)
LDPC code.

the m×m identity matrix. Once H is in systematic form, it is easy to confirm that

a valid generator matrix is G = [Ik|P ] since GH> = 0.The generator matrix is not

sparse. So the encoding complexity is O(n× n) per block. The (n, k) block encoder

accepts the message of length k and produces a codeword of length n. The decoding

is done using the message passing, belief propagation or sum-product algorithm for

decoding

rH> = S mod2 (3.3.1)

where r is the received vector that is corrupted by the addition of noise, S is the

syndrome vector. Elements corresponding to each row of S are referred to as checks.

Assuming the set of variables and checks as making up a belief network or Bayesian

network [22] in which every variable is the parent of checks, and each check is the child

of variable. The network of checks and variables form a biparitate graph defined by

the H matrix with variables connected only to checks and checks connected only to

12
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Figure 3.2: Message passing on the biparitate graph representing a parity-check ma-
trix.

variables. The aim of the algorithm is to compute the marginal posterior probabilities

from the observed checks. This is done by estimating the posterior probability of the

value of each variable node given the received signal and the channel properties. The

process can be viewed as message passing algorithm on the biparitate graph with two

sets of nodes. Nodes Si, where i = 1, 2, 3, ....,m, and rj, where j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n, are

connected if the corresponding entry in the matrix Hij is nonzero. The directed edge

shows the casual relationship that the state of the check node is determined by the

state of the variable nodes to which it is connected. At each step of the decoding

algorithm, each variable node sends messages qx
mn to each child Si which are supposed

to approximate the node’s belief that it is in state x, given messages received from

all of its other children. Also each check Si sends messages rx
mn to each parent rj

approximating the probability of check i being satisfied if the parent is assumed to

be in state x, taking into account messages received from all its other parents. The

13



messages are observed after each step and a tentative decoding is estimated. The

decoding algorithm is then updated iteratively until the tentative decoding satisfies

the observed syndrome vector, S, upon which the success is declared. If the observed

syndrome is not satisfied after a preset maximum number of iterations are reached, a

failure is declared. The preset maximum number of iterations may be set to about ten

times the typical number to improve the success rate while imposing little overhead

on the average decoding time. In practice the algorithm usually converges and all

decoding errors are detected. Sometimes the algorithm may fail to converge due to

many cycles in the graph. Hence care should be taken to avoid many cycles but in

practice the decoding performance is not affected much due to cycles.

Consider the following H matrix with column weight p = 2. This matrix represents

a set of linear homogeneous modulo 2 equations called parity check equations with

the set of codewords as solutions to these equations. The set of digits contained in

a parity check equation is known as parity check set. The use of parity check nodes

makes coding relatively easy to implement.


1 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1

 (3.3.2)

For any valid codeword c,
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1 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1





c0

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6


= 0. (3.3.3)

This serves as a starting point for the construction of the decoder. The matrix

multiplication of the above expression defines the following set of parity check equa-

tions

p0 = c0 ⊕ c3 ⊕ c4 ⊕ c5 ⊕ c6 (3.3.4)

p1 = c1 ⊕ c3 ⊕ c5 (3.3.5)

p2 = c1 ⊕ c2 (3.3.6)

p3 = c0 ⊕ c2 ⊕ c4 ⊕ c6. (3.3.7)

Having encoded the source vector, X of length k using the generator matrix, the

codeword c = XG is transmitted. The received vector is r = c + N , where N is the

noise introduced by the channel. On multiplying the received vector by the H matrix,

we get the syndrome vector,

S = rH> (3.3.8)

= (c + N)H> (3.3.9)

= XGH> + H>N (3.3.10)

= H>N. (3.3.11)
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The addition and multiplication is performed over a finite field. The decoding involves

finding the most probable vector X̂ according to the channel model such that X̂H> =

S.

The set of variable nodes n that participate in check m are denoted by N(m) =

n : Hmn = 1. We also define the set of checks in which variable node n participates,

M(n) = m : Hmn = 1. The set of all variable nodes excluding the particular variable

node n is denoted by N(m) \ n. There are two quantities qmn and rmn associated

with each nonzero element in H matrix that are alternatively updated iteratively.

The quantity qa
mn is the probability that variable node n of X has the value a, given

information obtained via checks other than check m. The quantity ra
mn is the proba-

bility of check m being satisfied if bit n of X is considered fixed at a with other bits

having a separable distribution given by the probabilities qmn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n. The

exact posterior probabilities of all bits are produced after a fixed number of iterations

if the biparitate graph, defined by the H matrix, has no cycles.

Applying the LDPC codes to a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover

probability p. The prior probabilities are given by

p(rj/xj = 0) = prj(1− p)1−rj (3.3.12)

p(rj/xj = 1) = p1−rj(1− p)rj (3.3.13)

where p(rj/xj = 0) is the prior probability of bit rj given the bit xj = 0; p(rj/xj = 1)

is the prior probability of bit rj given xj = 1.

The horizontal step involves running through the checks m and compute for each

n ∈ N(m), two probabilities r0
mn and r1

mn. The probability r0
mn is the the observed

value of Sm when xn = 0 given the other bits xn′ : n′ 6= n have a separable distribution

given by the probabilities q0
mn′ , q1

mn′ . The probability, r0
mn, which is obtained by
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running through the checks m for each n ∈ N(m) is given by

∑
xn′ :n′∈N(m)\n

P [Sm/xn = 0, xn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n]×
∏

n′∈ N(m)\n

q
xn′
mn′ . (3.3.14)

The probability, r1
mn is the observed value of Sm arising when xn = 1 is defined by

∑
xn′ :n′∈N(m)\n

P [Sm/xn = 1, xn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n]×
∏

n′∈ N(m)\n

q
xn′
mn′ . (3.3.15)

The conditional probabilities in the summations are either zero or one, depending on

whether the observed zm matches the hypothesized values of xn and the xn′ .

A convenient way to implement these probabilities is using the forward and back-

ward passes with the product of the differences δqmn = q0
mn − q1

mn computed.

δrmn = r0
mn − r1

mn (3.3.16)

δrmn = (−1)Sm
∏

n′∈N(m)\n

δqmn′ (3.3.17)

Also r0
mn + r1

mn = 1, and hence r0
mn = (1 + δrmn)/2 and r1

mn = (1− δrmn)/2.

In the vertical step, the values of r0
mn and r1

mn are used to update the probabilities

q0
mn and q1

mn

q0
mn = αmnp

0
n

∏
m′∈M(n)\m

r0
m′n (3.3.18)

q1
mn = αmnp

1
n

∏
m′∈M(n)\m

r1
m′n (3.3.19)

where αmn is chosen such that q0
mn + q1

mn = 1. These probabilities can be efficiently

computed in a downward pass and an upward pass.

Also the pseudoposterior probabilities q0
n and q1

n at this iteration are computed

17



using

q0
n = αnp

0
n

∏
m∈M(n) r0

mn

(3.3.20)

q1
n = αnp

1
n

∏
m∈M(n) r1

mn

. (3.3.21)

These quantities are used to find X̂, which is a tentative decoded vector that is used

to calculate the syndrome using the H matrix. If the syndrome is satisfied, the de-

coding is halted and a success is declared, otherwise the decoding is repeated for a

preset maximum number of iterations. If the syndrome is not satisfied even after

a maximum number of iterations, a failure is declared. The difference between this

decoding algorithm and the decoding algorithm used in turbo codes is that the de-

coding algorithm is repeated for a preset number of iterations irrespective of whether

a consistent state is reached or not. In the decoding algorithm used in LDPC codes,

undetected errors occur only if the X̂ estimated satisfies X̂H> = S mod2 and is

not the same as X. Detected errors occur if the maximum number of iterations is

completed without a valid decoding.
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Chapter 4

Non-Binary Low-Density
Parity-Check Codes

The binary low-density parity-check codes, represented by sparse binary matrices or

by corresponding biparitate graphs are generalized by Mackay and Davey [4] by using

the same biparitate graphs. The noise nodes are allowed to take values from a finite

alphabet and the check nodes impose constraints more complex than binary parity-

checks. The codes over finite fields with q elements (denoted GF (q)) where q = 2b

for some integer b. The elements of GF (q) are known as symbols. To continue the

use of binary channels, powers of two are considered, transmitting one q-ary symbol

for every b uses of the channel. A symbol from the GF (2b) may be represented as a

binary string of b bits.

The very sparse random parity-check matrix H is used to define the non-binary

LDPC code with a transmitted block length of n and a source block length of k.

The nonzero entries in each row of H are chosen to maximize the entropy of the

corresponding symbol of the syndrome S = XH>, where X is a sample from the

assumed channel noise model. The parity-check matrix H is constructed as before,

but there are q− 1 choices available for each non-zero entry. The decoding algorithm
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has the same form described for binary case but the symbol a now ranges over q

possible values instead of just two.

The decoder interprets b bits (X1, X2, ...., Xb) from the channel as a single q-ary

symbol and sets the prior distribution for that symbol by assuming a product of

distribution for the values of each constituent bit. That is to say

fa :=
b∏

i=1

fai
Xi

(4.0.1)

where fai
Xi

is the likelihood the ith constraint bit Xi is equal to ai, where (a1, ..., ab) is

the binary representation of the symbol a.

With each symbol a ∈ GF (2b) we can associate a b × b binary matrix. Mul-

tiplication of two symbols is equivalent to matrix multiplication (mod 2) of their

corresponding binary strings. By replacing each symbol in the q-ary matrices, Gq

and Hq by the associated binary b× b blocks we obtain binary matrices, G2 and H2

that are b times as large as in each direction. To multiply a q-ary vector, Xq by

Gq we can form the binary representation of Xq, multiply by G2, and take the q-ary

representation of the binary vector.

4.1 Decoding over GF (q)

The decoding algorithm is the generalization of the approximate belief propagation

algorithm. The elements of X are variables and the elements of S are checks.

N(m) = n : Hmn 6= 0 denotes the set of variables participating in the check m.

M(n) = m : Hmn 6= 0 denotes the set of checks that depend on variable symbol n.

Quantities qa
mn and ra

mn are calculated for each nonzero entry in the H matrix. qa
mn

is the probability that the symbol, n of X is a given the information obtained from

the check, m. ra
mn is the probability of check, m being satisfied given that symbol n
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of X is fixed at a with other variable symbols having a separable distribution given

by qa
mn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n, a ∈ GF (q).

Applying the codes to binary symmetric channel (BSC) with cross over probability

p, we define g1
n = p1−rj(1− p)rj and g0

n = 1− g1
n, g1

n is independent of n. The channel

likelihoods are set to fa
n =

∏b
i=1 gai

ni
for each noise symbol Xn being equal to a, for

each a ∈ GF (q), ai is the binary representation of a. Each noise symbol Xn consists

of b bits Xn1 , ..., Xnb
and gai

ni
is the likelihood of the ith constituent bit Xi being equal

to ai, where (a1, ...., ab) is the binary representation of symbol a.

Horizontal step is the computation of the quantity ra
mn which is the probability of

check m being satisfied if the symbol n of X is considered fixed at a and other noise

symbols have a separable distribution given by qa
mn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n, a ∈ GF (q).

Value of ra
mn is computed using

ra
mn =

∑
X’:X′

n=a

P [Sm/X’]×
∏

j ∈ N(m)\n

q
X′

j

mj′ (4.1.1)

P [Sm/X’] is 0 or 1 depending on whether or not X ′ satisfies the check m. ra
mn

can be calculated efficiently by defining partial sums σmk :=
∑

j:j6k HmjX
′
j and

ρmk :=
∑

j:j>k HmjX
′
j and calculating the P [σmk = a] for each a ∈ GF (q) and each

k ∈ N(m) according to the probabilities given by qa
mn. If i, j are successive indices in

N(m) and j > i then

Pr[σmj = a] =
∑

{s,t:Hmjt+s=a}

Pr[σmj = s]qt
mj (4.1.2)

Along the same lines we can also calculate the distribution of each ρmk. Using σmk
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and ρmk the quantity ra
mn can be updated using

ra
mn = Pr[(σm(n−1) + ρm(n+1)) = Sm −Hmna] (4.1.3)

(4.1.4)

=
∑

s,t:s+t=Sm−Hmna

Pr[σm(n−1) = s]× Pr[ρm(n+1) = t]. (4.1.5)

Vertical step involves updating the qa
mn which is the probability that the symbol

n of X is a, given information obtained from checks other than check m.

Value of qa
mn is updated for each m and n using

qa
mn = αmnf

a
n

∏
j∈M(n)\m

ra
jnαmn (4.1.6)

where αmn is chosen such that
∑q

a=1 qa
mn = 1

Tentative decoding X̂ is performed using

X̂n = argmaxa fa
n

∏
j∈M(n)

ra
jn (4.1.7)

If a valid decoding of the syndrome X̂H = S is identified then the algorithm halts, else

the algorithm is repeated. Valid decoding of the syndrome is an all zero syndrome.

Failure is declared if a valid decoding is not obtained even after some maximum

number of iterations.

MacKay [23] proved that, given an optimal decoder, LDPC codes can approach

arbitrarily close to the Shannon limit if we sufficiently choose high (fixed) column

weight of H and then choose a sufficiently large block length. However, as the column

weight is increased, the performance of the iterative decoding algorithm decreases as

the number of cycles in the associated biparitate graph increases drastically.

By using the generalized LDPC codes, the mean column weight t of the equivalent

binary matrix H2 can be increased, while retaining the same biparitate graph on
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Figure 4.1: Upper panels: fragments of equivalent parity-check matrices over GF(2)
and GF(4). Lower panels: comparison of corresponding graph structure. Note the
presence of a short cycle in the graph for the binary code.

which the decoding is performed. In the figure 4.1, the graphs of two equivalent

matrix fragments are compared. It is seen that the q-ary code contains no cycles,

whereas the binary code has a length 4 (highlighted). Hence the decoding behavior is

dependent on the choice of field GF (q) even though the transmitted (binary) messages

are identical.

Another difference between binary and q-ary codes is that the state space of each

node is increased in the decoding graph by decoding over GF (q). This allows us

to track correlations in the true posterior distribution that are not detectable by

binary algorithm. Also increasing the field order q for LDPC codes is comparable

to increasing the memory of convolutional codes. The only drawback of moving to

GF (q) is the increase in decoding complexity.
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Chapter 5

Distributed Source Coding using
Low-Density Parity-Check Codes

Low-density parity-check codes can be used for applications involving compression

of two correlated sources using the syndrome concept. The compressed sequence of

the source output bits is the syndrome, which is determined using the parity-check

matrix H. It has been shown [5] that LDPC codes can be employed when viewing

a problem using an equivalent channel and applying the syndrome concept for the

case where one of the two correlated sources is available losslessly at the decoder.

This can be viewed as the application of LDPC codes to a compression problem with

side information. It is based on modifying the conventional message passing LDPC

decoder to take into account the syndrome information. Also all LDPC code design

techniques can be applied to distributed source coding producing simulation results

better than any turbo coding scheme.

The system considered consists of two non binary information sources X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xn]

and Y = [Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn], where Xi and Yi are the elements of the Galois field

and n is the length of the sequence. Xi and Yi are correlated with probability
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Figure 5.1: Binary Symmetric Channel

P [Xi 6= Yi] = p < 0.5. The correlation between X and Y is modeled using a bi-

nary symmetric channel with crossover probability p, as shown in figure 5.1. The

input to the channel is X and Y is the output, where the compressed version of X is

a codeword to the channel. The source Y is available losslessly at the joint decoder.

The rate used for Y is its entropy nR2 = nH(Yi) = n bits, therefore the theoretical

limit for lossless compression of X is [1]

nR1 > nH(Xi/Yi) = nH(p) (5.0.1)

= n

(
(−p) log2

p

q − 1
− (1− p) log2(1− p)

)
(5.0.2)

The compression results in mapping a sequence of n input bits into (n− k) syn-

drome bits resulting in a compression ratio of n : (n − k), known as the “Wyner’s

scheme” [24]. The all zero syndrome of the linear block code is considered to be the

original code for distributed coding.
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Figure 5.2: Correlation channel used for distributed source coding

5.1 Encoding and Decoding with Binary LDPC

Codes

Encoding is done by multiplying the source X, of length n, by the parity-check matrix

H, resulting in the compressed X which is the syndrome S, of length n− k.

S = XH> (5.1.1)

In the biparitate graph, encoding can be viewed as the binary addition of all the

variable nodes connected to the same check node. Consider an example of H matrix

shown below


1 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0 1

 (5.1.2)
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[
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

]



1 0 0 1

0 1 1 0

0 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1


=

[
S0 S1 S2 S3

]
(5.1.3)

X0 ⊕X3 ⊕X4 ⊕X5 ⊕X6 = S0 (5.1.4)

X1 ⊕X3 ⊕X5 = S1 (5.1.5)

X1 ⊕X2 = S2 (5.1.6)

X0 ⊕X2 ⊕X4 ⊕X6 = S3 (5.1.7)

Here the vector S =
[

S0 S1 S2 S3

]
is the compressed version of the source

sequence X. As the vector S is binary, it consists of only 0’s and 1’s.

Decoding involves the estimation of the n-length sequence X from the (n − k)

length syndrome S and the n length sequence Y. The decoding algorithm is similar

to LDPC decoding for channel coding except for the inclusion of the syndrome bits

in the horizontal step of the algorithm.

The set of noise bits n that participate in check m are denoted by N(m) = n :

Hmn = 1. We also define the set of checks in which variable node n participates,

M(n) = m : Hmn = 1. The set of all variable nodes excluding the particular variable

node n is denoted by N(m)\n. There are two quantities qmn and rmn associated with

each nonzero element in H matrix that are alternatively updated iteratively. qa
mn is

the probability that variable node n of X has the value a, given information obtained

via checks other than check m. ra
mn is the probability of check m being satisfied if bit
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n of X is considered fixed at a with other bits having a separable distribution given

by the probabilities qmn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n.

Consider a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability p. We

model the correlation between the two sources using the binary symmetric channel

with Xi as the input to the channel and Yi as the output. The compressed version of

X is the syndrome S which is made to look like a codeword of the channel.The prior

probabilities are given by

p(Yj/Xj = 0) = pYj(1− p)1−Yj (5.1.8)

p(Yj/Xj = 1) = p1−Yj(1− p)Yj (5.1.9)

where p(Yj/Xj = 0) is the prior probability of bit Yj given the bit Xj = 0 and

p(Yj/Xj = 1) is the prior probability of bit Yj given Xj = 1.

The horizontal step involves the computation of two probabilities r0
mn and r1

mn are

the probabilities of the observed values of Sm when Xn = 0 and Xn = 1 respectively,

given the other bits Xn′ : n′ 6= n have a separable distribution given by the proba-

bilities q0
mn′ and q1

mn′ , which are obtained by running through the checks m for each

n ∈ N(m). The syndrome information is included in this step to modify the message

passing LDPC decoder for distributed source coding. r0
mn is given by∑

xn′ :n′∈N(m)\n

P [Sm/Xn = 0, Xn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n]× (1− 2Sm)×
∏

n′∈ N(m)\n

q
Xn′
mn′(5.1.10)

r1
mn is the probability of the observed value of Sm arising when Xn = 0, defined by∑
Xn′ :n′∈N(m)\n

P [Sm/Xn = 1, Xn′ : n′ ∈ N(m) \ n]× (1− 2Sm)×
∏

n′∈ N(m)\n

q
Xn′
mn′(5.1.11)

The conditional probabilities in the summations are either zero or one, depending on

whether the observed zm matches the hypothesized values of Xn and the Xn′ .
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A convenient way to implement these probabilities is using the forward and back-

ward passes with the product of the differences δqmn = q0
mn − q1

mn computed.

δrmn = r0
mn − r1

mn (5.1.12)

δrmn = (−1)S
m

∏
n′∈N(m)\n

δqmn′ (5.1.13)

Also r0
mn + r1

mn = 1, and hence r0
mn = (1 + (1 − 2Sm)δrmn)/2 and r1

mn = (1 − (1 −

2Sm)δrmn)/2. The syndrome is included in the horizontal step in the calculation of

r0
mn = (1 + (1− 2Sm)δrmn)/2 and r1

mn = (1− (1− 2Sm)δrmn)/2.

In the vertical step, the values of r0
mn and r1

mn are used to update the probabilities

q0
mn and q1

mn

q0
mn = αmnp

0
n

∏
m′∈M(n)\m

r0
m′n (5.1.14)

q1
mn = αmnp

1
n

∏
m′∈M(n)\m

r1
m′n (5.1.15)

where αmn is chosen such that q0
mn + q1

mn = 1. These probabilities can be efficiently

computed in a downward pass and an upward pass.

Also the pseudoposterior probabilities q0
n and q1

n at this iteration are computed

using

q0
n = αnp

0
n

∏
m∈M(n) r0

mn

(5.1.16)

q1
n = αnp

1
n

∏
m∈M(n) r1

mn

(5.1.17)

These quantities are used to find X̂, which is a tentative decoded vector that is used

to calculate the syndrome using the H matrix.

The main difference in the decoding of LDPC codes for distributed source cod-

ing and channel coding is that in case of channel coding, the message passing of the
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probabilities between the horizontal and the vertical step is stopped on the occurrence

of a zero syndrome vector. The syndrome in case of channel coding is the decoded

message multiplied with a parity-check matrix. In distributed source coding, itera-

tions are fixed to a given value, after which the message vector X̂ is estimated. The

decoding algorithm has been implemented in the probability domain.
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Chapter 6

Distributed Video Coding using
Non-Binary Low-Density
Parity-Check Codes

6.1 Distributed Source Coding using Non-Binary

LDPC Codes

Generalized non-binary low-density parity-check codes can be used for appli-

cations involving compression of two correlated non-binary sources using syndrome

concept. The compressed sequence of the source output bits is the syndrome, which

is determined using the parity-check matrix H. The non-binary LDPC algorithm has

been modified to taken into account the syndrome information during decoding.

The system considered consists of two non-binary information sources X = [X1, X2, . . . , Xn]

and Y = [Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn], where Xi and Yi are the elements of the Galois field and n

is the length of the sequence. The correlation between X and Y is modeled using

a q-ary symmetric channel. The q-ary symmetric channel is a generalization of the

binary symmetric channel. The input and the output alphabets both have q elements,
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and the probability that a symbol is received correctly is given by

P (Y = X) = (1− p), (6.1.1)

where p < (q−1)
q

. If a symbol is corrupted, the (q − 1) alternative symbols are all

equally probable making

P (Y = a|a 6= X) =
p

q − 1
. (6.1.2)

When q = 2, we obtain a binary symmetric channel. The correlation coefficient, ρ is

defined by

ρ =
cov(X,Y)

σXσY

(6.1.3)

where

cov(X,Y) = E[(X− E(X))(Y− E(Y))] (6.1.4)

σX =

√
E(X2)− E(X)2 (6.1.5)

σY =

√
E(Y2)− E(Y)2. (6.1.6)

The compressed version of X is the input to the channel. The source Y is assumed

to be available at the decoder as “side information”. The source Y is available

losslessly at the decoder. The rate used for Y is its entropy R2 = H(Y), therefore

the theoretical limit for lossless compression of X is given by [1]

nR1 > nH(Xi/Yi) = nH(p) (6.1.7)

= n

(
(−p) log2

p

q − 1
− (1− p) log2(1− p)

)
. (6.1.8)

This compression results in mapping a sequence of n input symbols into (n − k)

syndrome symbols resulting in a compression ratio of n : (n − k), known as the

“Wyner’s scheme” [24].
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6.1.1 Encoding and Decoding with Non-Binary LDPC Codes

The source X can be encoded by multiplying with the parity-check matrix H, result-

ing in a compressed X which is the syndrome S, of length (n− k), i.e.,

S = XH> (6.1.9)

In the biparitate graph, encoding can be viewed as the addition of all variable nodes

connected to the same check node in the generalized Galois field. Consider an example

of the following H matrix, the symbols of which are from GF(4) field.

[
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

]



3 0 0 2

0 2 1 0

0 0 3 1

2 2 0 0

1 0 0 3

1 3 0 0

3 0 0 3


=

[
S0 S1 S2 S3

]
(6.1.10)

3X0 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X6 = S0 (6.1.11)

X1 + X3 + X5 = S1 (6.1.12)

X1 + X2 = S2 (6.1.13)

X0 + X2 + X4 + X6 = S3 (6.1.14)

The application of the channel codes for distributed source coding requires a modifica-

tion in the decoding algorithm in that the syndrome, which represents the compressed

information, is used along with side information by the decoder to decode the orig-

inal source, X. Therefore, the horizontal step of the decoding algorithm has been

modified to take into account the syndrome information.
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The decoding algorithm for source coding is similar to that of the channel coding.

The elements of X are variable symbols and the elements of S are checks. The set

of the indices that denote the variable symbols is given by N(m) = n : Hmn 6= 0.

The set of the indices of the checks that depend on the variable symbol n is given by

M(n) = m : Hmn 6= 0. Probabilities qa
mn and ra

mn are calculated for each nonzero entry

in the H matrix. The probability that the symbol n of X is a, given the information

obtained from checks other than check m is given by qa
mn. The probability of check

m being satisfied given that the symbol n of X is fixed at a, with the other variable

symbols having a separable distribution given by qa
mn, where n ∈ N(m)\n, a ∈ GF (q)

is given by ra
mn. The probabilities ra

mn are updated using the syndrome, which is the

compressed information. The inclusion of the syndrome in the horizontal step of

the decoding algorithm makes the LDPC codes suitable for the implementation of

distributed source coding.

The initialization is similar to that of the channel coding, the only difference being

that the side information is initialized based on the likelihoods of the channel prob-

abilities. Applying the codes to a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with a crossover

probability p, we define g1
n = p1−rj(1− p)rj and g0

n = 1− g1
n, where g1

n is independent

of n.

The channel probabilities are set to fa
n =

∏b
i=1 gai

ni
, for each variable symbol Xn

being equal to a, for each a ∈ GF (q), ai is the binary representation of a. Each

variable symbol Xn consists of b bits Xn1 , ..., Xnb
and gni

ai is the likelihood of the ith

constituent bit (Xi) being equal to a, where (a1, ...ab) is the binary representation of

a.
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The initialization is done on a q-ary symmetric channel wherein, the side infor-

mation is initialized based on channel probabilities. The codes are applied to a q-ary

symmetric channel (QSC) which has the channel probabilities

fa
n =

(1− p)

p/(q − 1)
(6.1.15)

f b
n =

p/(q − 1)

(1− p)
(6.1.16)

where a 6= b.

Horizontal step is the computation of the quantity ra
mn given by

ra
mn =

∑
Y’:Y ′

n=a

P [Sm/Y’]×
∏

j ε N(m)\n

q
Y ′

j

mj′ . (6.1.17)

P[Sm/Y’] is 0 or 1 depending on whether or not Y’ satisfies the check m. The

quantity ra
mn can be calculated efficiently by defining partial sums

σmk :=
∑
j:j6k

HmjY
′
j (6.1.18)

ρmk :=
∑
j:j>k

HmjY
′
j . (6.1.19)

P [σmk = a] is computed for each a ∈ GF (q) and for each k ∈ N(m) using the

probabilities qa
mn [?]. If i, j are successive indices in N(m) and j > i then

P [σmj = a] =
∑

{s,t:Hmjt+s=a}

P [σmj = s]qt
mj. (6.1.20)

Along the same lines we can also calculate the distribution of each ρmk. Using

σmk and ρmk, the quantity ra
mn can be updated using

ra
mn = P [(σm(n−1) + ρm(n+1)) = Sm −Hmna] (6.1.21)

(6.1.22)

=
∑

s,t:s+t=Sm−Hmna

Pr[σm(n−1) = s]× Pr[ρm(n+1) = t]. (6.1.23)
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In the non-binary LDPC channel decoding s, t : s + t = Sm − Hmna is solved

such that the above equation is satisfied when Sm = 0. However, in distributed

source coding Sm represents the mth bit of the compressed information, S. Therefore

s, t : s + t = Sm −Hmna is solved for the given value of Sm.

For channel coding

s, t : s + t + Hmna = 0 (6.1.24)

as Sm = 0, but for distributed source coding

s, t : s + t + Hmna = Sm (6.1.25)

where Sm 6= 0.

Vertical step involves updating the qa
mn for each m and n using

qa
mn = αmnf

a
n

∏
jεM(n)\m

ra
jn (6.1.26)

where αmn is chosen such that
∑q

a=1 qa
mn = 1.

Tentative decoding X̂ is performed using

X̂n = argmaxaf
a
n

∏
jεM(n)

ra
jn. (6.1.27)

The decoding is repeated for a fixed number of preset iterations after which X̂ is

estimated. If

H × X̂ = S (6.1.28)

the decoding halts, declaring X̂ as the original input sequence that has been com-

pressed, otherwise the decoding repeats. A failure is declared if the decoded sequence

is not valid even after a maximum number of iterations.
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Figure 6.1: Wyner-Ziv video codec using non-binary LDPC codes.

6.2 Distributed Video Coding using Non-Binary

LDPC Codes

The conventional video compression systems allow the encoder to perform predic-

tive coding by exploiting the statistics of successive frames. The Wyner-Ziv Theorem

on source coding with side information available only at the decoder suggests that an

asymmetric video codec, where individual frames are encoded separately, but decoded

conditionally (given temporally adjacent frames) could achieve similar efficiency.

The non-binary scheme developed is proposed as a Wyner-Ziv coding technique for

video. Video frames, which are highly correlated lend themselves well for transmission

using distributed source coding. On conversion of video frames into binary sequences,

it was observed that the correlation between the video frames decreased drastically

thereby rending the distributed source coding using binary LDPC codes unsuitable

for video transmission. The Wyner-Ziv video codec using non-binary LDPC codes
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is shown in figure 6.1 . The video sequence is first partitioned into even and odd

frames. The odd frames are transmitted using conventional intraframe coding, and

the even frames are Wyner-Ziv coded. The odd frames are used as side-information

at the decoder to decode the Wyner-Ziv encoded frames.

6.2.1 Quantizer

A uniform quantizer with a step size of 16 is used. Each quantized pixel value of

the frame is represented by two non-binary symbols.

6.2.2 Conventional Encoder and Decoder

The odd frames serving as key frames are encoded and decoded using any con-

ventional video codec such as an 8X8 discrete cosine transform (DCT) codec.

6.2.3 Slepian-Wolf Coder

The non-binary LDPC encoder and decoder with the virtual correlation channel

constitutes the Slepian-Wolf coder. The encoder compresses the quantized input

vector and generates the syndrome. The syndrome and the correlation between the

two frames, after their conversion into non-binary symbols, are transmitted through

a lossless channel. The decoder uses the side information frame, which is decoded

using a conventional intraframe decoder, the channel likelihoods and the syndrome

information to decode the original quantized vector that has been compressed.

6.2.4 Inverse Quantizer

The output of the Slepian-Wolf coder which is a sequence of non-binary symbols

are inverse quantized to reconstruct the frame.
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Since the channel is lossless, distortion is caused only by the quantization error.

The quantization error is represented as the mean square error.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results

7.1 Distributed Source Coding using Non-Binary

LDPC Codes

Non-binary LDPC codes for distributed source coding were simulated over GF(4)

field. Two correlated sources, each consisting of 1000 symbols each were used. One

of the sources was compressed to half of its original size. The correlation between

the two sources was modeled using a virtual q-ary symmetric channel. Simulations

were carried out for different correlation coefficients between the two sources. Figure

7.1 and Figure 7.2 show the simulation results over GF(4) with rates 1/2 and 3/4

respectively. Bit error rate becomes negligible for a correlation coefficient greater

than 0.8 for rate 1/2 and greater than or equal to 0.7 for rate 3/4.

The comparison results of the performance of LDPC codes over fields GF(2) and

GF(4) with compression rates 1/2 and 3/4 are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4

respectively. The two sources, each consists of 1000 symbols for non-binary LDPC

codes and equivalent 2000 bits for binary LDPC codes. Binary LDPC codes are

applied over a binary symmetric channel. It is clearly seen that the non-binary

scheme outperforms the binary scheme.
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Figure 7.1: Simulation result for distributed source coding using non-binary LDPC
codes with rate 1/2 over GF(4). The bit error rate becomes negligible for a correlation
coefficient greater than or equal to 0.80.

Figure 7.2: Simulation result for distributed source coding using non-binary LDPC
codes over GF (4) with rate 3/4. The bit error rate becomes negligible for a correlation
coefficient greater than or equal to 0.65.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of performance of distributed source coding using LDPC
codes over GF(2) (dashed curve) and GF(4) (solid curve) fields with rate 1/2.

Figure 7.4: Comparison of performance of distributed source coding using LDPC
codes over GF(2) (dashed curve) and GF(4) (solid curve) fields with rate 3/4.
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Figure 7.5: Simulation result for distributed video coding using non-binary LDPC
codes with rate 1/2. The bit error rate becomes negligible for correlation coefficients
greater than 0.90.

7.2 Distributed Video Coding using Non-Binary

LDPC Codes

The non-binary distributed source coding scheme, when applied to highly corre-

lated video, produced the original frame with a negligible probability of error. The

plots of distributed video coding for different correlation coefficients and their cor-

responding BERs, with rates 1/2 and 3/4 are shown in figure 7.5 and figure 7.6

respectively.

From the simulation results it is clearly seen that highly correlated video frames

can be recovered using the non-binary LDPC codes developed. BER becomes negli-

gible for correlation coefficients greater than 0.9 and 0.7 for rates 1/2 and 3/4 respec-

tively.
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Figure 7.6: Simulation result for distributed video coding using non-binary LDPC
codes with rate 3/4. The bit error rate becomes negligible for correlation coefficients
greater than 0.70.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis, it is shown that the non-binary low-density parity-check (LDPC)

codes can be used to compress correlated non-binary sources. The correlation between

the two sources is modeled using a virtual q-ary symmetric channel. The scheme is

implemented using correlation as a channel and applying the syndrome concept. The

theoretical model for distributed source coding was presented and implemented in

MATLAB.

It is observed from the results that binary LDPC in the probability domain can

be used to implement distributed source coding. Also, for the compression of non-

binary sources, non-binary LDPC codes can be used, which avoids the reduction

in correlation when converted its equivalent binary form. The results demonstrate

that the non-binary scheme outperforms the binary version. From the plots, it can be

observed that the compressed source can be recovered without any loss, for correlation

coefficients greater than 0.9.

A new Wyner-Ziv codec using non-binary LDPC codes is proposed. This scheme

can be extended for the compression of video frames as they are highly correlated.

It is observed from the simulations that video frames can be reconstructed with
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negligible error when the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.9. This can be used

for practical implementation of distributed source coding in video communication and

sensor networks. Since the computational complexity of non-binary scheme increases

exponentially, reduction techniques need to be investigated.
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